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Abstract. With the energy crisis and the strengthening of the human consciousness on environmental
protection, the usage of new energy sources for power generation has attracted wide attention, in which wind
power with low-cost and mature technology become relatively faster growth among new energy power
generation technology. Because wind energy has the characteristics of random and intermittent, which may
affect power systems reliability, it is necessary to assess power systems reliability containing wind farm.
Unlike sensitivity method and weighting factor method calculating load loss, the optimal scheduling model is
proposed in this paper, which could embody the difference of load and fault duration. The case study results
show that the different types of grid-connected wind farms could influence bulk power systems reliability,
which should be paid more attentions under actual situation.
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1. Introduction
Energy shortages and environmental degradation have become two global problems, the traditional
structure of energy development can not meet the economic, social and environmentally sustainable
development. In recent years, with the energy crisis and the strengthening of the human consciousness of
environmental protection, the usage of new energy sources for power generation has attracted wide attention,
in which wind power with low-cost and mature technology become relatively faster growth among new
energy power generation technology [1-5]. Because wind energy has the characteristics of random and
intermittent, and the presence of wind farm may affect power systems reliability, it is necessary to assess
power systems reliability containing wind farm.
At present, the study of power systems reliability assessment containing wind farm has seriously attracted
wide attention and certain results have been achieved,such as the wind farm’s contribution to power systems
reliability[6-7], adequacy evaluation of generating capacity[2,8-10], adequacy evaluation of generating
capacity with storage systems[11-12], reliability assessment of composite generation and transmission
systems[13-15], reliability assessment of power generation transmission and distribution systems[5]. Among
above studies, the amount of load loss may be decided by either sensitivity method[16-17] which could not
reasonably reflect the different loads’ loss cost, or weighting factor method of load[14] which could not reflect
the difference between the load loss cost under different fault duration. Therefore, it is necessary to determine
the load loss cost according to difference in various types of load and fault duration.
In addition, wind farms should be compared with conventional generator in evaluating the value of power
systems reliability. Although the traditional reliability indices including Loss Of Load Probability (LOLP) and
Expected Energy Not Supplied (EENS) can reflect the systems reliability, they can not directly show the wind
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farm’s contribution to power systems reliability. Relevant researches[6-7,14] have proposed some reliability
evaluation indices closely related to wind farms, which can reflect the wind farm’s contribution to power
systems reliability, and provide important reference information.
Due to the characteristic of wind resource is random and intermittent, the wind generations connected to
grid have some effect on the reliability of power systems. For composite generation and transmission with
wind farms, this paper not only reasonably simulates the wind speed and wind power, but simulates the
sequential operation condition of generating units and transmission lines through sequential Monte-Carlo
simulation. Because of the difference of unit load loss in different fault duration, the optimal operation model
presented aiming at minimizing generating cost and load loss cost in power systems, would fully consider the
difference of load and duration, and conform to the actual electricity market situation. The case study results
show that the load loss cost by the proposed model is smaller than other models, and the wind turbine can
influence reliability of composite generation and transmission systems in different types of wind speed zones,
different capacities or different incorporation nodes, which should be analyzed under actual situation.

2. Reliability Assessment and Model of Composite Generation and
Transmission Systems with Wind Farms
2.1 The model of wind speed
Although the wind speed changes randomly, the wind speed is time series and self-relevance, that is, the
wind speed in certain moments is relevance to the previous occasion, therefore the wind speed can be forecast
by time series [18-19]. In this paper, the wind speed in future is predicted by the model of Auto-Regressive
and Moving Average (ARMA)[8].
yt = φ1 yt −1 + φ2 yt − 2 +
− θ1α t −1 − θ 2α t − 2 −

+ φn yt − n + α t
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where yt = (VOwt - μt) /σt, VOWt is the wind speed data observed, μt and σt are the average wind speed data
observed and estimation of variance, φi (i=1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, n) is the auto-regressive coefficient, θi (i=1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, n) is the
moving average coefficient, {αt} is a normal white noise sequences whose mean value is zero and variance is
σα2, that is, αt ∈ N (0, σα2).
Therefore the wind speed data predicted is VSWt = μt + σtyt.

2.2 The output power model of wind turbine
The relationship between the output power of wind turbine and the wind speed of hub-height can be
described as[20],
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where v is the wind speed of hub-height, vci is cut-in speed, vco is cut-out speed, vr is reted speed, Pr is rated
output power of wind turbine.

2.3 Outage model of generators and transmission equipments
Wind turbines, conventional generators and transmission equipments all have two states, that is, normal
working condition and outage condition. Sequential Monte Carlo simulation method can sample the duration
of each component on the current state in a time span, and different states such as the operation or
maintenance procedure are assumed that there are different state duration probability distributions. Under
normal circumstances, the working time and repair time are exponentially distributed, that is, component
failure rate λ and repair rate μ are constant[21], then its value of state duration sampling is,
1
(3)
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λ
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1

μ
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where τ1 and τ2 are running duration and maintenance time, R is a uniformly distributed random number
between 0 and 1.

2.4 Sequential state simulation of systems
Reliability Assessment approaches of Composite Generation and Transmission Systems with Wind Farms
contain analytical approach and simulation approach[5,9-10,12,22-23], and the simulation approach is simpler
than the analytical approach in modeling and algorithms, which can simulate wind speed’s time-varying
uncertainty and evaluate the wind farms’ impact on power systems reliability. Then this paper simulates the
states of all generators and transmission equipments by Sequential Monte Carlo simulation method, which can
sample systems components’ state and duration, makes optimal scheduling under the premise of full usage of
wind power, and calculates reliability indices of power systems.

3. Optimal Scheduling Model Containing Load Loss Cost
3.1 The model of load loss cost
Load loss cost is associated with many relevant factors, such as the timing of load loss, the loss of
electricity, advance notice of the time, duration, frequency and types of load [24]. The amount of load loss
may be decided by either sensitivity method [16-17] which could not reasonably reflect the different loads’
loss cost, or weighting factor method of load[14] which could not reflect the difference between the load loss
cost under different fault duration. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the load loss cost according to
difference in various types of load and fault duration.
In order to reflect the impact of load loss, Sector Customer Damage Function (SCDF) should be
established though investigating all types of customers, which can reflect the relationship between the load
loss of various types of customer and duration. Then according to the SCDF and annual peak load power
consumption of all kinds of customers, Composite Customer Damage Function (CCDF) should be found in
units of node, which can illustrate the relationship between overall customers’ load loss and the outage time.
At last, Interrupted Energy Assessment Rate (IEAR) should be made, which can reflect the customers’
economic loss caused by the power supply interruption, and load loss cost is calculated with Expected Energy
Not Supplied (EENS)[24-26]. As IEAR is determined through the statistical systems reliability indices, which
can not reflect the impact of different types of load and fault duration on reliability indices, this paper
calculates the load loss cost with CCDF.
(5)
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where OLCj (t) is Outage Loss Cost (OLC) on node j with t duration of customers, CCDFj (t) is CCDF on node
j with t duration of customers, PRj,t is the mount of load loss on node j with t duration of customers, N is the
type number of customer, SCDFk (t) is the loss cost of kth customer type with t duration of customers, Pk is the
annual peak load.

3.2 Optimal scheduling model of systems
According to the principle of making full use of wind power, the optimal operation model presented
aimming at minimizing generating cost and load loss cost in power systems is,
(7)
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where the object is to minimize generating cost and load loss cost of power systems with the duration of t
hours, ρG is the coefficient vector in cost function of generator, PG,t is the output power vector of generator in
this state, CCDF(t) is CCDF in this state, PR,t is the load loss vector in this state, Pt is the nodal injection
power vector in this state, Bt is the nodal susceptance matrix in this state, θt is the nodal voltage phase angle
vector in this state, PGi,t is the output power of generator i in this state, PLj,t is the load active power of node j in
this state, PRj,t is the loss of —load active power of node j in this state, Pl,t is the power flow vector on
transmission line in this state, Pl is the limit vector on transmission line in this state, PGmin and PGmax are upper
and lower limits of generator’s output power, PLmin and PLmax are upper and lower limits of nodal load, P′L,t is
the load vector after load loss in this state.

4. Reliability Evaluation Indices of Power Systems Related to Wind Farms
Wind farms should be compared with conventional generator in evaluating the value of power systems
reliability. Although the traditional reliability indices including Loss Of Load Probability (LOLP) and
Expected Energy Not Supplied (EENS) can reflect the systems reliability, they can not directly show the wind
farm’s contribution to power systems reliability. Relevant researches have proposed some reliability
evaluation indices closely related to wind farms, which can reflect the wind farm’s contribution to power
systems reliability, and provide important reference information. The main reliability evaluation indices
include Equivalent Conventional Generating Capacity (ECGC) which can reflect the capacity of conventional
generators replaced by wind turbines, Wind Generation Interrupted Energy Benefit (WGIEB), Wind
Generation Interrupted Cost Benefit (WGICB) .
RCCGEENS
(15)
ECGC =
RCWTGEENS
ΔEENS
(16)
WGIEB =
CWTG
ΔOLC
(17)
WGICB =
CWTG
where RCCGEENS and RCWTGEENS are the capacity of conventional generators or wind turbines under certain
level of reliability, ΔEENS is the difference of EENS between no wind farms and adding wind turbines in
power systems, ΔOLC is the difference of OLC between no wind farms and adding wind turbines in power
systems, CWTG is the rated capacity of wind farms.

5. The Case Study
Adding wind farms to IEEE-RTS79 test systems [27], whose capacity is 150×1.5MW. The cut-in speed,
rated speed and cut-out speed of each wind turbine are 3m/s, 12m/s and 30m/s, and the Forced Outage Rate
(FOR) of each wind turbine is 0.05, then the results of reliability assessment of bulk power systems with wind
farms are as follows.

5.1 The load loss and cost under different ways
The comparative analysis of load loss and cost in system or each node have been made by weighting
factor method of load and minimizing cost method of load loss, in which some load loss cost is calculated by
CCDF[28], and others are calculated by linear interpolation.
The comparative results of TABLE I show that the load loss and cost are different according to the
difference of objective function under above two load loss styles. Although the load loss by minimizing cost
method of load loss is larger than weighting factor method of load, the load loss cost by the former method is
smaller than the latter method, and the former method can conform to the actual electricity market situation.

Table 1. The results of load loss under different ways
Weighting factor method of load

Minimizing cost method of load loss

The number of node
Load loss(MW/a)

Load loss cost(Million Dollars/a)

Load loss(MW/a)

Load loss cost(Million Dollars/a)

1

553.44

25.73

0

0

2

541.15

12.59

7.26

0.28

3

686.65

3.18

2631.23

36.37

4

510.12

23.77

0

0

5

506.32

11.80

6.97

0.29

6

670.74

31.02

0

0

7

93.31

0.38

338.97

4.12

8

689.18

31.92

0

0

9

687.87

15.92

9.53

0.35

10

721.98

3.34

2639.84

35.90

13

618.66

28.65

0

0

14

718.66

3.33

2715.31

37.08

15

631.53

29.43

0

0

16

515.72

2.41

1674.11

24.31

18

682.33

31.82

0

0

19

637.48

14.82

9.70

0.35

20

534.13

24.86

0

0

Systems

9999.27

294.97

10032.92

139.05

5.2 Analysis of reliability with different wind generation capacity
Table 2 Reliability indices of systems with different wind generation capacity
Reliabiliy indices of systems

No wind farms

Adding 50 wind turbines

Adding 100 wind turbines

Adding 150 wind turbines

LOLP

0.081873

0.078632

0.075397

0.074525

EENS（MWh/a）
OLC（Million Dollars/a）

119913.33
139.05

93297.17
133.95

84669.42
130.57

80605.59
128.43

The comparative results of TABLE II show that the reliability assessment of composite generation and
transmission systems with wind farms can be impacted by different capacity of wind farms (mean wind speed
is 6m/s), and the more capacity of wind farms, the more contribution to reliability of systems. As the increase
of capacity of wind farms, the increment of contribution to reliability of systems is gradually reducing, we
could not blindly increase capacity of wind farms, and should determine a reasonable wind farm capacity
considering the reliability and economy of systems.
Meanwhile, reliability of systems is increasing by adding wind farms whose capacity is 150×1.5MW,
among which the reduction of LOLP, EENS and OLC are 0.007348, 39307.74MWh/a and 10.62 Million
Dollars/a. In order to compare the reliability of wind turbines with conventional generators, all wind turbines
are replaced by conventional generators whose capacity is 46.44MW and EENS of systems is unchanged.
Therefore, ECGC of wind farms is 0.2064, that is, 0.2064MW conventional generator capacity can be saved
by 1MW wind farms capacity, and the reliability of wind farms is lower than conventional generators.
Furthermore, WGIEB and WGICB are 174.70 MWh/MW·a and 0.47 Million Dollars/MW·a, which show that
wind farms can raise reliability of systems and reduce the load loss cost.

5.3 The analysis of impact on systems’ reliability with different wind speed

Table 3 Reliability indices of systems with different wind speed
The mean wind speed on node 1
(m/s)
6
7
8

Reliabiliy indices of
systems
LOLP

0.074525

0.066864

0.062373

EENS（MWh/a）

80605.59

72953.21

68349.37

OLC（Million Dollars/a）

128.43

118.27

115.36

Analyzing impact of mean wind speed on systems’ reliability by changing the mean wind speed on node 1.
The comparative results of TABLE III show that the faster of the wind speed, the more output power of wind
farms, and the more contribution to reliability of systems.

5.4 The analysis of impact on systems’ reliability with different incorporation bus
Table 4 Reliability indices of systems under different incorporation bus (mean wind speed is 6 m/s)
Reliabiliy indices of
systems

No wind
farms

Adding 150 wind turbines
to node 1

Adding 70 and 80 wind turbines
to node 1 and 2

Adding 50 wind turbines to
node 1,2 and 3

LOLP

0.081873

0.074525

0.070953

0.069876

EENS（MWh/a）

119913.33

80605.59

74294.72

72765.34

OLC（Million
Dollars/a）

139.05

128.43

123.67

121.83

Analyzing impact with different incorporation bus on systems’ reliability by changing incorporation bus.
The comparative results of TABLE IV show that because of the constraint of the limit on transmission line
and other factors, the reliability of systems is restricted by incorporating all wind turbines into the same node.
According to the independent character of wind speed, adding wind turbines to different nodes would
contribute much more to reliability of systems, and the level of reliability is decided by the wind speed of
wind farms.

6. Conclusion
In electricity market environment, minimizing cost method of load loss would obtain much more
reasonable results than traditional methods, which can reflect the differences of unit load loss under different
outage duration dynamically. The IEEE-RTS79 test system study results show that the wind farms would raise
reliability of system, which lower than traditional generators, and the wind turbine can influence reliability of
composite generation and transmission systems in different types of wind speed zones, different capacities or
different access nodes. We could not blindly increase capacity of wind farms, and should determine a
reasonable wind farm capacity considering the reliability and economy of systems.
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